The economy of the United States is a highly developed mixed economy (Anonymous, 2008) . It is the world's largest economy by nominal GDP and second largest by purchasing power parity (PPP). The U.S. GDP was estimated to be $18.46 trillion in 2016 (Anonymous, 2017b). It has the world's seventh-highest per capita GDP (nominal) and eleventh-highest per capita GDP (PPP) in 2016 (Anonymous, 2017c). The U.S. dollar is the currency most used in international transactions and is the world's foremost reserve currency, backed by its science and technology, its military, the full faith of the US government to reimburse its debts, its central role in a range of international institutions since World War II and the petrodollar system (Zaw Thiha Tun, 2015) . Several countries use it as their official currency, and in many others it is the de facto currency (Cohen, B.J, 2006) . Its largest trading partners are China, Canada, Mexico, Japan, Germany, South Korea, United Kingdom, France, India and Taiwan (Anonymous, 2016c).
The US economy is fuelled by abundant natural resources, a well-developed infrastructure, and high productivity (Wright, G, W., & Czelusta, J., 2007). It has second highest total estimated value of natural resources, valued at $45 trillion in 2016 (Craig, A., 2016) . Americans have the highest average household and employee income among OECD nations and in 2010 had the fourth highest median household income (Anonymous, 2014b) . It has been the world's largest national economy (not including colonial empires) since at least the 1890s (Mintz, S., 2003). USA is the world's third largest producer of oil (Smith, G., 2014 ) and natural gas. It is currently the largest trading nation in the world (Hara, K., & Harada, I., 2017) as well as the world's second largest manufacturer, representing a fifth of 379 the global manufacturing output (Vargo, F., 2011). The US not only has the largest internal market for goods, but also dominates the trade in services. US total trade amounted to $4.92 trillion in 2016 (Anonymous, 2017a).Of the world's 500 largest companies, 134 are headquartered in the US (Anonymous, 2017d).
The United States has one of the world's largest and most influential financial markets. The New York Stock Exchange is by far the world's largest stock exchange by market capitalization. Foreign investments made in the US total almost $2.4 trillion (Anonymous, 2012), while American investments in foreign countries total over $3.3 trillion (Anonymous, 2012). The economy of the U.S. leads in international ranking on venture capital (Anonymous, 2014c) and Global Research and Development funding. Consumer spending comprises 71% of the US economy in 2013 (Anonymous, 2017e). The United States has the largest consumer market in the world, with a household final consumption expenditure five times larger than Japan's.The labor market has attracted immigrants from all over the world and its net migration rate is among the highest in the world (Anonymous, 2014d). The U.S. is one of the top-performing economies in studies such as the Ease of Doing Business Index, the Global Competitiveness Report, and others (Anonymous, 2014e).
The US economy went through an economic downturn following the financial crisis of 2007-08, with output as late as 2013 still below potential according to the Congressional Budget Office (Anonymous, 2014f). The economy, however, began to recover in the second half of 2009, and as of October 2017, unemployment had declined from a high of 10% to 4.1%. In December 2014, public debt was slightly more than 100% of GDP (Anonymous, 2017f). Domestic financial assets totaled $131 trillion and domestic financial liabilities totaled $106 trillion (Anonymous, 2017g).
Since 1976, the U.S. has sustained merchandise trade deficits with other nations, and since 1982, current account deficits. The nation's long-standing surplus in its trade in services was maintained, however, and reached a record US$231 billion in 2013 (Anonymous, 2015) . In recent years, the primary economic concerns have centered on high household debt ($11 trillion, including $2.5 trillion in revolving debt) ( As of 2017, the United States has the world's largest economy and China the second largest, although China has a larger GDP when measured by PPP (Anonymous, 2017c). Though the US has the most in terms of national wealth, relations between the two countries have generally been stable with some periods of open conflict, most notably during the Korean War and the Vietnam War. Currently, China and the United States have mutual political, economic, and security interests, including but not limited to the proliferation of nuclear weapons, although there are unresolved concerns relating to the role of democracy in government in China and human rights in both respective countries. China is the largest foreign creditor of the United States (Anonymous, 2017h). The two countries remain in dispute over territorial issues in the South China Sea (Fisher, M., 2016).
The election and ascension of USA President Donald Trump has considerably strained USA-China relations with multiple news outlets anticipating potential trade or military conflict between the United States and China (Cai, J, 2017; Goodman, P. S., 2017); Liu Zhen, 2017a; Liu Zhen, 2017b); Cheng, E., 2017). This is largely due to comments made during his presidential campaign citing Chinese currency manipulation and outsourcing of American trade to China (Winn, P., 2016).
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The objective of this paper is to compare technical and trade coefficients between China economy to those of USA economy using data from National Input-Output Table ( Method of Analysis:-An input-output table records the "flows of products from each industrial sector considered as a producer to each of the sectors considered as consumers" (Miller & Blair, 1985) . In the production process, each of these industries uses products that were produced by other industries and produces outputs that will be consumed by final users (for private consumption, government consumption, investment and exports) and also by other industries, as inputs for intermediate consumption. These transactions may be arrayed in an input-output table, as illustrated in Figure 1 .
The columns of Figure 1 provide information on the input composition of the total supply of each product j (X j ), this is comprised by the national production and also by imported products. Figure 1 :-Simplified National Input-Output Table   The input-output interconnections illustrated in Figure 1 can be translated analytically into accounting identities. On the demand perspective, if Z ij denote the intermediate use of product i by industry j and y i denote the final use of product i, we may write, to each of the n products:
On the supply side, we know that: X j = Z 1j + Z 2j + …+ Z ji + … + Z nj + w j + m j (2) in which w j stands for value added in the production of j and m j for total imports of product j. Of course, it is required that, for i = j, x i = x j , i.e., for one specific product, the total output obtained in the use or demand perspective must equal the total output achieved by the supply perspective. These two equations can be easily related to the National Accounts' identities.
Technical coefficients are defined as total input used to produce output that come from domestic and imported; a Comparison between technical coefficients in China and USA economies will be made by employing statistical different test, t-test for non-correlation; comparing t-calculated and t- Technical coefficient in this study is defined as proportion of input used to produce output in an economy. The smallest the proportion of input used to produce output the most efficient the economy is. It can be then stated that USA economy, technically, operated in more efficient way than China economy as input proportion in the USA economy were lower than those in China economy. USA economy used less input in order to produce output compare to that of China. Technical index is defines as inverse of input proportion used to produce output in an economy. The most the index the most efficient the economy is. Table 2 It is clearly shown that technical indices in USA economy were higher than that in China economy. Statistical test proved that the difference on technical indices between China and USA were statistically significant. It can be stated that USA economy, technically, more efficient than China economy as USA technical indices were higher than China technical indices. In the year of 2000 China economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.0000 were: Sector-1, Sector-2, Sector-3, Sector-4, Sector-27, and Sector-28. Other sectors had technical index less than 2.0000. In the year of 2005, China economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.000 were: Sector-1, Sector-2, Sector-3, Sector-26, and Sector-28. Other sectors had technical index less than 2.0000. In the year of 2010, China economic sector with technical indices more than 2.000 were: Sector-1, Sector-3, Sector-26, and Sector-28. Other sectors had technical index less than 2.0000. were: Sector-3, Sector-4, Sector-5, Sector-24, Sector-25, Sector-27, Sector-29 and Sector-30. Other sectors had technical index less than 2.000. In the year of 2005, USA economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.0000 were: Sector-2, Sector-3, Sector-4, Sector-17, Sector-24, Sector-25, Sector-26, Sector-27, Sector-28, Sector-29 and Sector-30. Other sectors had technical index less than 2.0000. In the year of 2010, USA economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.0000 were: Sector-2, Sector-3, Sector-4, Sector-17, Sector-24, Sector-25, Sector-26, Sector-27, Sector-28, Sector-29 and Sector-30. Other sectors had technical index less than 2.000.
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In all of the years during 2000, 2005 and 2010, USA had more economic sectors with technical indices more 2.0000 than the China do. In the year 2000, USA had 9 economic sectors technical indices more than 2.0000; meanwhile China had 6 economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.0000. In the year of 2005, USA had 10 economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.0000; meanwhile China had only 5 economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.0000. In the year of 2010, USA had 10 economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.000; while China had 4 economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.0000. It can be then stated that USA economy technically operated in more efficient way than China economy as USA had more economic sectors with technical indices more than 2.000 than that in China economy. USA economy had higher technical indices compare to that of China. Proportion of input and technical index analysis comparing technical efficiency between USA economy and China economy confirm each other.
Trade Coefficients:-
In input-output model, trade coefficients are simply defined as proportion of input that come from both domestic and import. Table 3 In Figure 3 and From discussion above, one can see that USA economy had higher and significant technical indices than those of China economy. USA economy had also higher and significant domestic transaction than China economy. The questions arise then, how was the relationship between technical index and domestic component as well as the relationship between technical index and domestic component? In more general question, how was the relationship between technical coefficients and trade coefficients?
Correlation between technical index and domestic component was not conclusive. From China case, the higher is the domestic component the higher the technical index was. Correlation between technical index and domestic component was positively weak (r = 0.39). The regression coefficient was positive (0.04) and statistically significant (t-calculated = 3.909; t- 
Conclusion:-
Some conclusions could be drawn; firstly, technical coefficients in USA economy were smaller than that of China economy. Technical index in USA economy was higher than that of China economy as USA economy used less input compared to China economy. The differences were statistically significant. Secondly, USA economy used more domestic component than China economy did. This differenced were also statistically significant. Thirdly, correlation between technical index and domestic component was not conclusive, as data from China proved that the correlation was positively weak and data from USA revealed that the correlation was negatively very strong. Correlation between technical coefficient and domestic component was also not conclusive.
